
Cave Painting

You are a hunter of legend.

It is time to tell your tale.  Let the rock carry your story to generations yet born.

Cave Painting is a simple tile laying, token placement game. 

Players assume the role of prehistoric hunters.  Place your tokens to touch as many Antelope as 

possible to score points.  Be ready though, Mammoth abound and will step on your head and the

always perilous threat of wildfire threatens to deplete the Antelope population.  Your goal is to

place your token next to as many living Antelope as possible while placing Mammoth and Wildfire

strategically to keep other hunter's scores low.

The Components
Antelope: These tiles come in three sizes; single, double and triple.

Hunters gain 1 point per Antelope present on the tile.

Mammoth:These tiles remove adjacent Hunter tiles from the board.

Wildfire: These tiles set all adjacent Antelope tiles point value to zero.

Hunter Tokens: Each player receives three tokens.  Tokens can only be placed just played tiles.

Tokens remain on the map until they are squashed by a Mammoth or all sides of the 

tile are touching other tiles.

When a Hunter token is on a tile, surrounded by other tiles, the players scores points

and regains the token for use.

Set Up
Start by printing the tokens, cutting them out and making a stack of tiles.  Shuffle as needed. No

one wants 4 mammoth popping up at once.

Player that most loves Giant Sloths goes first.  Debate as necessary.

Start with three single Antelope cards on the table, placed in a straight line.

Player 1 draws a tile and places it on the table.  Tiles must be placed touching existing tiles.

The player may place a Hunter token on the new tile if desired and it is an Antelope tile.

Turn is over.

Player 2 draws a tile, places it as desired. 

Play continues in this format.

Hunter Tokens may only be placed on Antelope tiles.  The Antelope tile hosting the Hunter Token

does count to the score.



To keep in mind:

Mammoth and Wildfire Tokens cannot host Hunter Tokens

Mammoth and Wildfire tokens already on the table will still have their effect.  Hunters cannot be

placed next to mammoth already on the board and wildfire will set the value of antelope cards to

zero.

The game ends when the draw pile runs out.

Points:
Score one point per Antelope when hunter token is completely surrounded by other tiles.

Score one point per tile adjacent to hunter token when it is squashed by a mammoth

Score one point per tile adjacent to hunter token still on table when game ends.

Antelope tiles touching Wildfire tiles are worth 0 points.

Hunter with the most points at the end of the game wins the round! Yippee.

Artwork made available by the wonderful contributors to OpenClipArt.org

Antelope by SeriousTux

Hands by kattekrab

Mammoth by eady

Fire by rejon

Thanks!
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Mammoths.  You know, just in case.
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